SafeGuard Your Investment
Copper theft is, unfortunately, a crime owners of irrigation equipment are dealing with. Valley offers a full line of products aimed to deter the theft of copper cable and protect your investment. The products range from those that make removing the cable extremely difficult to a system that can alert you when a theft may be occurring. Working together with your Valley dealer, you can mix and match products to design a custom solution that fits your budget and provides theft deterrence.

Cable Armor
Provides span cable protection with options that allow you to protect all the copper cable on your machine. With Cable Armor you deter theft by making it extremely difficult to remove the cable. When Cable Armor is properly installed you have the maximum defense against cable removal.
- Steel flashing is attached to the pipe with heavy-duty, 12-gauge straps every 5’, with 5/8” bolts and locknuts
- The steel flashing fits between the couplers and truss mounts on any diameter pipe
- A special 12-gauge steel flange cover (with closed ends) protects the cable as it passes over the flange

Motor Lead Protection
- 11-gauge shield bolted to leg with 1/2” bolts in four places
- Heavy duty steel flashing on basebeam held with 12 gauge straps

Complete Coverage Kits
Flexible steel conduit kits are available to protect span cable between:
- The tower box and the span flashing
- The control panel and J-Pipe
- The collector ring and the span flashing
- The tower box and the ARAS box
- The motor lead between the booster pump box and the booster pump

Span Cable Clamps
- Universal bolt pattern allows for easy installation on Valley pipe flanges
- Heavy-duty U-bolts firmly secure the cable at each span
- Steel shims protect the span cable from being damaged due to over-tightening

Flexible Steel Conduit
- Provides an added deterrent for span cable cutting and theft
- Utilizes Heavy-Duty Stainless Steel Banding to anchor the conduit to the span pipe
- Steel electrical connections bring the conduit and span cable into the tower box

AgSense® Field Commander®
This advanced, GPS-driven pivot monitoring and control tool instantly alerts you to span cable theft. Field Commander provides advanced theft-monitoring capabilities whether or not your center pivot is powered, monitoring even during power outages and the off-season. Field Commander sends a pulse several times each minute when there is no power to the box. If the pulse does not complete the loop and return to the Field Commander, a text message is sent to up to 10 individual cell phones and/or emails alerting recipients that power has been interrupted, most likely due to theft.

Field Commander allows you to monitor and control pivots and provides theft protection all from one unit, with only one subscription, saving you time and money.
Proof Positive® Span Cable

- Proof Positive® Span Cable from Southwire® is a traceable, theft deterrent span cable that provides proof of cable ownership.
- The cable is manufactured with unique TraceID codes printed on a tape inside the jacket. Upon sale, ownership data is entered in an online database accessible to recyclers and law enforcement.
- Brightly colored outer markings on the cable jacket alert recyclers that this is traceable cable. Recyclers can enter Trace ID codes into a database to confirm ownership of suspected stolen cable. Appropriate action can then be taken by law enforcement.

Stainless Steel Banding

The Heavy-Duty Stainless Steel Banding can be used in place of conventional means of securing the cable and can be spaced at the discretion of the producer. With the labor required to remove the banding from the span cable, this product can be thought of as “too laborious” for theft.

Key Features

- Determine your level of deterrence and install the desired number of bands per span. The closer the bands are spaced, the more they deter would-be thieves.
- Shims are installed under each stainless steel band to protect the wire.
- Bands are installed at any desired position on the pipe and on any diameter of irrigation pipe.
- Banding provides visible theft deterrence.
- Can be used in combination with other solutions for additional deterrence.

Span Cable Repair Kit

If vandalism to your span cable does occur, Valley provides Span Cable Repair Kits so you can repair the cable where the cut occurred instead of replacing the entire span cable. Kits are available for all Valley span pipe diameters.

Kit Includes

- Junction tower box
- Strain relief connectors
- Two bolt half clamps and hardware

See your local authorized Valley dealer for complete details.